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STELLAR JOCKEYS AUGUST NEWSLETTER
Welcome to the Stellar Jockeys newsletter for August. This month focuses
on the contributions of our community over the summer.

Benjamin, Stellar Jockeys

Take our 2020 Summer Survey
A lot of newcomers have joined the community recently, so we're holding
another survey. This time around it's more focused on your habits and
has more open responses than before. It's completely optional, but by
�lling it out you will help us better understand who we are talking to. The
survey will run into the second week of September, and like the others
we'll put up some insights again in our #survey-results Discord channel.

Take Survey

Modding Mayhem
We are completely bowled over by the recent modding achievements of
community members Eugenius and Pap Smear. 

Building on the work of other community modders, Eugenius has not
only successfully reverse-engineered the addition of custom sprites into
Brigador in the space of a week, but has also documented their "Brigador
Renaissance" journey in our #maps-and-modding channel. Currently the
end result looks like this, which anyone can do.

http://localhost:3000/decode_hex/68747470733a2f2f707265766965772e6d61696c65726c6974652e636f6d2f6c3277386d30
https://forms.gle/AdmqFQVjEzPKNgmr8?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=community_spotlight_bonanza&utm_term=2020-08-31


Meanwhile, Pap Smear has done something fancy to the Brigador engine:
lua scripting (note: Pap is able to do this because they have special access
to a fork of the engine's codebase). Among many other things, this means
they're able able to draw new UI elements, create basic enemy AI in-
�ghting, and spawn vehicles in during runtime. If none of that makes
sense, Pap Smear has posted some handy videos showing it all o�.

Tabletop Campaigning with Commander

Community moderator Commander has started a Necromunda
campaign for the Discord server via the #p-and-p_tabletop channel. All
you need to take part is a copy of Tabletop Simulator, while a free Yaktribe
account will provide you with the NCE rulebook and a way to track your
gang. If you're interested in joining in (latecomers get bonuses!), then
check out the pinned messages in the #p-and-p_tabletop Discord channel.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hswobLJnKgg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eiWBAYXL0sA
https://yaktribe.games/?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=community_spotlight_bonanza&utm_term=2020-08-31


Currently, all matchups are a free-for-all until September 7 so that folk can
try things out, get familar with the rules as well as �gure out timeslots for
�ghts.

Join Our Discord Server

Fan Art And Then Some...
Proliferation of deepfake technology will probably have some useful
applications in the future. Until then, Bit Bitter decided to make several
Brigador pilots singalong to Baka Mitai...

Community member ceriseCisilipp  made a short comic envisaging a
deep discussion between a Rat King and a Varlet...

...Lastly, resident Superfan From Volta Juntti has left us with another gem,
titled "Feels From Volta".

https://discord.gg/spfwwF9?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=community_spotlight_bonanza&utm_term=2020-08-31
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qr58_A3Tado


Thank you to everyone who takes the time and energy into making these
things! As always, many more contributions that couldn't �t into the space
of this newsletter can be found on the Discord's #becks_best channel.

Next Month
In September's newsletter we'll check out the results of the survey, as well
as check in on what our exemplary community members have created.
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